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Abstract—A Web graph refers to the graph that models the hyperlink relations between Web pages in the WWW,
where a node represents a URL and an edge indicates a link between two URLs. A Web graph is normally a very
huge graph. In the course of users’ Web exploration, only part of the Web graph is displayed on the screen each time
according to a user’s current navigation focus. In this paper, we make use of a fast kernel-based algorithm that is
able to cluster large graphs. The algorithm is implemented in an online visualization system of Web graphs. In the
system, a Web crawler first generates the Web graph of web sites. The clustering algorithm then reduces the visual
complexities of the large graph. In particular, it groups a set of highly connected nodes and their edges into a
clustered graph with abstract nodes and edges. The experiments have demonstrated that the employed algorithm is
able to cluster graphs.
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1.Introduction

T

amount of information available in the Internet has grown
explosively. A number of tools are available to assist users to manage
and access information on the WWW. The key requirement for a Web browser is
to show the details for the users’ focused information and to facilitate
navigation within the whole information hyperspace. It is, however,
impossible to display this huge and growing hyperspace for users to get its
whole structure in helping navigation. The navigation approach used in most
Web browsers is simply from one page to another. Although current Web
browsers can provide bookmarks and history lists in a linear way, they
cannot show relationships between the URLs.
HE

Some researchers have proposed “site mapping” methods [3, 12, 15] in an
attempt to find an effective way of constructing the structured geometrical
map for a Web site (i.e. a local map). This map, however, guides users
through only a very limited region of cyberspace, losing the context of the
users’ overall journey through the cyberspace.
Other attempts use a graph for the WWW navigation. The whole cyberspace of
the WWW is regarded as a Web graph [6, 9, 10, 19]. In such a Web graph, a

node represents the URL of a Web page and an edge indicates a link between
two URLs. This approach is placed an emphasis on navigation, but ignores
achievement of a better local view for the site mapping. The graph layout
by this approach shows all possible hyperlinks and makes the layout look so
messy. In some cases, this makes a site-mapping view unclear to users.
The primary difficulty for creating an auto-generated sitemap lies in that
the number of the links could be quite big, or even huge. The display of
all these links will become messy and hard to read. As a consequence, the
visualization will become useless. This paper presents a clustering method
that reduces visual complexities of the Web graph. This method is applied
to an on-line Web visualization system. The system includes the processes
of Web crawler, clustering, and visualization. The Web crawler is used to
form the Web graph. Clustering the graph reduces the complexities on
visualization. The visualization process uses graph drawing algorithms for
graph layout. We begin with the description of our system in the following
section, and then present the clustering methods in Section 3. Experiments
are provided in Section 4, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.
2. The On-Line Web Visualization System
The on-line Web visualization system called the FCG system with clustering
graph layout supports a user to use a graph to navigate the cyberspace. The
Web graph is a very huge graph as the cyberspace keeps growing. During a
user’s Web navigation, only a small part of the Web graph is displayed each
time. We call it a sub-Web graph which is formed based on the user’s focus
in navigation.
Figure 1 shows an interface of the FCG system. Based on the user’s choice
of a node in a Web graph on the left, the content of the corresponding Web
page is shown on the right.
In our system, the user is able to navigate the Web graph by selecting a
node. This selected node is called the focused node. The system then
smoothly add some new nodes which are closed to the focused node and remove
some other nodes which are far away from the focused node with the
filtering and clustering processes based on the size of a display window.
The FCG system processes as follows. A Web crawler extracts on-line URLs
and their relationships from the WWW. The Web graph is constructed in the
form of a text file. This file, together with other required parameters, is
inputted into the clustering algorithm. The clustered graphs are layout by
a layout algorithm. The user can interact with the system to adjust the
parameters related to the clustering, and visualization processes.
The FCG system has three modules. Each module is treated differently and
can be implemented individually. The first module, called the Web crawler,
is to obtain the hyperlinks among Web sites as mentioned above. The crawler
crawls from a given input URL and stop when the defined depth is reached.
The Web crawler then saves the URLs list into a text file. The second
module is about the clustering process, while the third module includes the
visualization process. The overall process is detailed in Figure 2.

In this system, we integrate the techniques of the Web crawler [2, 4, 13],
graph drawing algorithms [1], layout adjustment methods [14,20], and the
clustering method.

Fig. 1. Design of the FCG System

Each module runs independently with the given input, producing an output.
The dashed line in Figure 2 implies that the Web graph is updated on the
basis of the results of the Web crawler. In other words, the new Web pages
collected by the Web crawler are reflected immediately in the subsequent
Web graph.
As mentioned before, the Web crawler in Figure 2 is employed to extract the
links from a given URL Web site, with a specified depth of exploration. The
detailed process of this Web crawler is illustrated in Figure 3.
Note that a dashed line in Figure 3 between “URL file”
and “Extracting
Webpage titles” means that the process will continue until reaching the
given exploration depth. For example, if the given depth is set to one then
the process will only run once. If the given depth is set to three, then
the process will be carried out three times with the immediately previously
crawled URLs as new starting points of the exploration.
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Fig. 2. Design of the FCG System
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Fig.3. Web crawler process

3.

Clustering

In the implementation, the clustering as a whole module starts by accepting
an input text file, produced by the Web crawler, and ends with outputting a
file containing a list of clustered URLs. The clustering procedure is shown
in Figure 4.
At the start of the process, a Web graph is constructed from the URL file.
This graph is then represented as an affinity matrix, where each column
indicates a node encoded by its connecting edges, and each row represents
an edge characterized by its related nodes.
The purpose of clustering a graph is to find relatively highly connected sub-graphs in a graph. Before
presenting the algorithm for graph clustering, we introduce a few definitions.
Input file

Web graph

Affinity matrix

Coarsening graph

Initial clustering graph
Kernel matrix
Refinement clustering:
Weighted kernel K-means
algorithm
Clustered Graph
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Fig. 4. Clustering process

In the following, given a graph G = (V, E), we have
Definition 1 (affinity matrix A): a | V | | V | matrix whose entries 1 if the corresponding node is connected to
another, and 0 otherwise.
Definition 2 (coarse graph): An initial graph G0, is repeatedly transformed into smaller and smaller graphs G1,
G2, ...,Gl such that |V0| > |V1| > ... > |Vm|. A set of nodes in Gi forms a supernode in Gi+1. The edges between
two supernodes in Gi+1 embody existing edges between any member nodes of a cluster and other nodes not
belonging to this cluster. In other words, internal edges among members in a cluster disappear while external
edges, between cluster members and other outside nodes in the graph, are contracted into abstract edges.
Definition 3 (kernel function): a nonlinear mapping
feature space. That is, we have Kij
are (ai , a j )
,and
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the kernel function is able to find clusters that are non-linearly separable in input space, without explicitly
mapping into the high dimensional feature space.
Definition 4 (kernel matrix): a matrix induced from data:

K
Note that the dot products (ai )

{ (ai )

(a j )}i 1,,|V |; j 1,|V |

(a j ) are computed using kernel function.

Definition 5 (matrix D): a diagonal matrix whose entries are equal to the sum of the corresponding rows of the
affinity matrix A That is, Dii

|V |
j 1

Aij .

Definition 6 (normalized cut): One of the objective function for graph clustering:
deg(vc , V \ vC )
deg(vc )
where deg(vc ) is the sum of the degrees of all nodes in a cluster vc
Now we are ready to present the algorithm for clustering graph G, the objective function of which is
normalized cut [8]:
min imize
1
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k

c 1

k

Coarsening Phase
The algorithm for coarsening a given graph is as follows:

Input: G= (V, E), and abstract level l
Outputs: a coarse graph Gl
For i =1 to |V|
node i = unmarked
end For
Do

Randomly pick a node j from V
If j= marked then go to the While
If j = unmarked and all nodes in neighbor(j) = marked then
node j = marked
go to the While
end If
If j = unmarked and a node belonging to neighbor(j) = unmarked then
l* arg max l

neighbor( j )

1
deg( j )

1
deg(l )

merge nodes j with l*
end If
While all nodes =marked
form abstract nodes using each group of merged nodes, respectively
aggregate the corresponding edges into abstract edges
Output the coarse graph
Fig. 5. An algorithm for coarsening graphs

In the above algorithm, the neighbor of a node is the nodes which are directly connected to this particular
node. deg(x) is the degree of node x. Once all nodes are marked, the coarsening for this level is completed.
Initial Clustering Phase
After coarsening, the graph has a small number of nodes left. The number of those remaining nodes is
determined by a threshold. It is normally related to the number of clusters k . We stop coarsening when the
graph has less than 20k nodes, for example. In order to speed up the following refinement algorithm, we use
the spectral algorithm of Yu and Shi [16], in order to perform an initial partitioning on the coarsest graph
obtained in the Coarsening phase.
Refinement Phase
The purpose of this phase attempts to locally optimize the objective of normalized cut.
The refinement phase is opposite to the coarsening phase. The refinement algorithm is applied to each coarse
graph until the original graph G0. Since the initial clustering phase outputs a good initial clustering at each
coarse level, the refinement algorithm often converges very quickly. Thus, this approach is extremely efficient
[8]. The refinement algorithm is to employ a weighted kernel k-means algorithm.
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Input: K: kernel matrix, k: number of clusters,
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Output: { c }ck 1 : final clustering of the nodes
1. If no initial clusters are given, initialize k clusters
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3. Find c* (i) arg min c d (i, mc ) , resolving ties arbitrarily. Compute the updated clusters as
( t 1)
c
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c}

4. If not converged or tmax > t, set t = t + 1
and go to Step 3; Otherwise, stop and output final clusters {

( t 1)
c

}ck 1

Fig. 6. Refinement algorithm using the weighted kernel k-means algorithm

Equation (1) is derived from the weighted kernel k-means [8].
Given a set of vectors a1 , a 2 ,  , a n , the weighted k-means algorithm seeks to find clusters
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Using the kernel matrix K and the degree as the weight, Equation (2) is rewritten as Equation (1).
The clustering objective in above algorithm is normalized cut.

D 1 D 1 AD 1 , where is a chosen real number so that K is positive
The corresponding kernel matrix is K
definite. As long as K is positive definite, it is theoretically guaranteed that the above algorithm monotonically
optimizes the clustering objective of normalized cut.

Fig. 7 describes our algorithm for clustering a graph. The main algorithm begins with constructing the
affinity matrix A from a given graph G, by expressing each node as the column and each edge as the row. A
number of coarse graphs is generated by the coarsening phase. We apply a spectral algorithm to these coarse
graphs in order to obtain the initial partitioning of the graph. Based on these initial partitioning, a weighted
kernel k-means algorithm refines the partitioning, minimizing the objective function by moving nodes from
one cluster to another. Finally, a sequence of coarse graphs Gl is laid out by the Spring Embedding algorithm
[16]. Overall, the algorithm is summarized below:

Input: G= (V, E)
Outputs: Multiple window layouts of clustered subgraphs of Gl
l=0
Do
Construct the affinity matrix A of graph Gl
Coarsen Gl using the algorithm in Fig. 5
Initially Cluster
Apply the refinement algorithm in Fig. 6 to Dl
Add abstract edges
Store the clustered graphs to Gl
l=l+1
While l< threshold or |V|=1
Input the abstract level l
Layout Gl

Fig. 7. An overall algorithm for multilevel clustering graphs.

It is clear that the bottleneck of complexity is the kernel k-means algorithm [8]. If the total number of
iterations is , then the time complexity of the algorithm is O(|V|2( +m)) where m is the dimensionality of
the original points. It is O(|V|z ) if a positive definite matrix is given as input, where |V|z is the number of
2
non-zero entries of the matrix (|V|z = |V| for a dense kernel matrix).
4.

Experiments

In this section, we report two experiments on our approach. The first is a
synthetic data for generating a small graph. The second one was generated
from our system.

The clustering algorithm produces a text file containing many lines, with
each line describing the links between two URLs, and between two clustered
groups.
An example of a generated file from a synthetic data set is shown here, which specifies the resulting clusters of
a hierarchically clustered graph, where the “ROOT”, 1 and 2 represent the abstract levels of clustering.

ROOT; ROOT==0;22_2427--0;1_15_173738
ROOT; ROOT==0;22_2427--0;18_21252628_38
0;1_15_173738==1;1415_173739--1;7_13
0;1_15_173738==1;1415_173739--1;1_6
0;1_15_173738==0;22_2427--1;1415_173739
0;1_15_173738==1;7_13--1;1_6
0;18_21252628_38==1;18_21--1;252628_36
0;18_21252628_38==1;252628_36--0;22_2427
……
1;1_6==2;2--2;17
1;1_6==2;2--1;1415_173739
1;1_6==2;6--1;7_13
1;7_13==2;6--2;7
1;7_13==2;7--2;8
1;7_13==2;7--2;11
1;7_13==2;7--2;12
1;7_13==2;7--2;13
1;7_13==2;8--2;11
1;7_13==2;8--2;9
1;7_13==2;9--2;10
1;7_13==2;10--2;12
……
1;18_21==2;16--2;38
1;18_21==2;17--2;38
1;18_21==2;27--2;17
1;18_21==2;25--2;21
1;18_21==2;21--2;19
1;18_21==2;21--2;18
1;18_21==2;21--2;20
1;18_21==2;20--2;18
1;18_21==2;18--2;19
1;18_21==2;21--2;19
0;22_2427==2;27--2;17
0;22_2427==2;27--2;23
0;22_2427==2;24--2;27

0;22_2427==2;22--2;27
0;22_2427==2;24--2;26
0;22_2427==2;22--2;24
0;22_2427==2;23--2;24
1;252628_36==2;24--2;26
1;252628_36==2;25--2;26
1;252628_36==2;28--2;26
1;252628_36==2;35--2;34

……
Fig.8. the multiple graph clustering result generating from a synthetic data file

A series of coarse graph layouts with different abstract levels are shown below on the basis of the above
clustered results.

Fig.9. The highest abstract level of the graph G0

Fig.10. The 0 abstract level of the clustered graph G0

Fig.11. The first abstract level of the clustered graph G1

In the following, we applied the proposed approach to clustering a web
graph. The web graph is generated by using the FCG system. It started with
visually navigating http://www.swin.edu.au (Swinburne university Website)
with two levels of exploration depth.
The following is part of a file describing the hyperlinks between two Web pages in a Web
site(http://www.swin.edu.au), which was generated by the WebCrawler.
http://www.swin.edu.au--http://www.swin.edu.au
http://www.swin.edu.au--http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm
http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm--http://www.swin.edu.au
http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm--http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm
….
http://www.swin.edu.au/level2.php3?page=The%20University--http://www.swin.edu.au
http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm--http://www.swin.edu.au/level2.php3?page=International%20Students
http://www.swin.edu.au/level2.php3?page=International%20Students--http://www.swin.edu.au
……
http://www.swin.edu.au--http://www.swin.edu.au/level2.php3?page=Research
http://www.swin.edu.au--http://www.swin.edu.au/level2.php3?page=Graduates%2FAlumni
http://www.swin.edu.au--http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events/
http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events/--http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events///cwis/events/index.php3
http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events/--http://www.swin.edu.au
……
Fig.12. The part data file generated from a web site

The following is part of the resulting clusters by using the algorithm, where “ROOT” and 0 represent the
abstract level of the clusters.

+ROOT;+ROOT==0;http://www.swin.edu.au--0;http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events/
+ROOT;+ROOT==0;http://www.swin.edu.au--0;http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm
……
0;http://pandoraplus.swin.edu.au/olae/adminforms/forms_display.cfm?type=feedback&cs_code=su94==1;http://pandoraplus.swin.edu.a
u/olae/adminforms/forms_display.cfm?type=feedback&cs_code=su94--0;http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/events/
0;http://pandoraplus.swin.edu.au/olae/adminforms/forms_display.cfm?type=feedback&cs_code=su94==1;http://pandoraplus.swin.edu.a
u/olae/adminforms/forms_display.cfm?type=feedback&cs_code=su94--0;http://www.swin.edu.au/cwis/sitemap.htm
……
Fig.13. The part data file outputting from the clustering algorithm

The following layouts are based on the above results. Although all nodes and edges have been clustered into
corresponding clusters using the clustering algorithm, the currently displaying clusters on the screen are
depend entirely on the user exploration. If a user chooses to open a higher abstract level of clustered nodes,
then its included nodes and their associated edges, that is, the next abstract level graph, will be visible.
5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the algorithms for clustering graphs,
along with a system for visualization of Web sites. As opposed to existing
approaches that suffer from the limitation of the messy layouts of large
graphs, our approach was designed overcome this difficulty in a stepwise
and refinement way by using clustering graphs. In particular, we employ a
recently proposed algorithm that is able to find good clusters by
optimizing the objective function. A prototype called FCG has been
implemented to demonstrate the performance of our approach. The future work
will include the usability test of this system.

Fig.14. A web graph

Fig.15. A web graph with the user opening the clustered node called “events”

Fig.16. A web graph with the user interaction
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